**LECTURER RESOURCES & SUPPORT**

**LECTURER COUNCIL**

**Advocacy:** advocate for lecturers on issues directly related to our job.

**Communication:** seek to create reliable and consistent channels of communication for lecturers.

**Community:** serve in a supportive role to the Academic Senate while fostering a sense of connection and community.

**CFA**

**Faculty Rights:** will represent you in cases concerning Faculty Rights. Lecturers have rights defined by the CBA, the FPPP, and various other policies.

**CFA Representation:** You can invoke your Weingarten Rights and request CFA representation at any meeting with administration.

**Higher Pay and Job Security:** Bargain for raises. Support in applying for range elevation. Job security by extending contract time.

**Employee Educational Workshops:**
- Lecturer's Handbook
- Nuts and Bolts Presentation
- Unemployment Workshop

**Opportunities for Leadership:** Lecturers can serve as CFA Department Reps and/or run for open officer positions to gain valuable service and leadership positions.

**OAPL**

**CBA, FPPP & Faculty Processes:**
Answer questions on entitlements, CBA, progression to full-time, range elevation; manage Leaves, Sabbaticals, Emeritus status; advise colleges and departments.

**Lecturer Hiring:** Recruitment pools, Vaccine Certification, background checks, Academic Appointment forms for entitlement, range, salary.

**Labor Relations:** Manage grievances, complaints, discipline.

**FDEV**

**Pedagogy & Course Design:**
- Teaching Guides
- Model Course Design
- Faculty Learning Communities
- Workshops
- QLT Program

**Class Evaluations and Dossier:** writing Friday Forums, FDEV Media Channel

**Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Antiracism:** FDEV series, Faculty Learning Communities, Teaching Guides, FDEV Podcast, CALS

**Mentorship:** lecturer mentor

**Leadership & Service:** Friday Forums

**TLP**

We support you in successfully utilizing academic technology in teaching and learning.

Blackboard, Zoom, Kaltura, Google, and other technologies that integrate and support the teaching and learning environment.

- **TLP Lab**: M-F 9am to 5pm, available in Zoom to immediately support
- **Web site/Knowledge Base**
- **Consultations**: Instructional Technology Consultants
- **Workshops**

**FDEV**

**Podcast**

**CALS**

**What’s the difference between ITSS and TLP?** ITSS is general technology support: Network issues, computer, phone or tablet issues, account issues. Call, email, submit a ticket, or make an appointment to visit them.